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Hirosaki city leads Japan in 
the production of Apples.  
From August to November, 
you can experience harvesting 
these apples.

ANMON Falls is one of Shirakami's scenic spots.  Old 
trees like beeches and pines flourish through the ravine, 
creating a mysterious atmosphere.

The bus that jumps into the lake with a refreshing splash of water 
passes on the lake slowly, while feeling the clear wind of Shirakami.

Apple

　　　　　　　　　　　　

Hirosaki is the castle town. Hirosaki 
Castle, a symbol of Hirosaki city, is 
surround by many temples and 
shrines. It is the foundation of the 
present townscape.

Following the trends in the 
Westernization of Japan (19th 
century), unique  buildings were 
built in Hirosaki.  Western-style 
buildings with Dome-shaped 
roof, a brick church... these 
nostalgic buildings still remain.

The stone walls of Hirosaki Castle are currently 
undergoing repairs.  On August 2015, for the first time 
in 100 years, the castle tower was moved.  With a height 
of 14.4m, and a gross weight of 400 tons, it was moved 
78m in a period of two months.  At the destination, Mt 
Iwaki spreads against the backdrop of the castle, and 
the view from observatory is a tourist spot.

There are 10 kinds of hot 
spring sources near Mt. 
Iwaki, including sulfur 
springs, hydrogen carbonate 
springs, and chloride 
springs. You can enjoy 
various spring qualities. 

This event is held every year on 
August 1st.  A group of men wearing 
white clothing carry a portable 
shrine and move about the basin of a 
waterfall. It is majestic itself.

Oyamasankei（Important Intangible Cultural Property）  
Mountain pilgrimage festival at Mt. Iwaki 
is held annually on August 1st (old 
calendar). People climb the mountain and 
pray to the rising sun. This is the biggest 
festival in Tsugaru: it is held for a 
bountiful harvest and family safety. The 
people seek to purify themselves and 
become one with the "flesh" of Mt. Iwaki.

Magnificent Mt. Iwaki 

“Aoike Pond” is a 
famous spot that 
represents Lake 
Juni and has a 
t r a n s p a r e n t 
u l t r a m a r i n e 
surface as its 
name suggests. 
This beautiful 
blue lake has an 
area of 975m2 
and a depth of 

9m. Though the lake isn’t particularly large in Lake Juni, fallen 
beech trees and fish can be seen clearly in the lake, describing 
as ”a pouring blue ink”.  The blue splendor of the lake, which 
modern science can’t explain, creates a sense of wonder in 
visitors. 

Lake Juni
 “Aoike Pond”

The Shirakami-Sanchi Visitor Center is a facility dedicated to introducing the wonders of the 
Shirakami -Sanchi, and teaching people how to live together with nature.  At large video projection 
hall, you can view a video which allows you to experience Shirakami without actually going there. 
There is also a world heritage nature site exhibition and a nature conservation exhibition.

Shirakami-Sanchi Visitor Center

Hot springs around Mt.Iwaki

“Shirakamikan” is a 
hot-spring hotel with 100% 
water from the source.  It’s 
a convenient place located 
1 minute away from the bus 
stop of the shuttle bus 
when going for a walk in 
Shirakami-Sanchi. You 
can also enjoy dishes that 
use seasonal ingredients.

Bunano Sato Shirakamikan

From this natural hot spring, you 
can see the Sea of Japan.  Please 
enjoy your time while watching 
the sunset over the Sea of Japan. 
All of the guest rooms have a view 
of the ocean.  There is a 
restaurant, a reception hall, and a 
shop. The Akita Shirakami 

Experience Center, which is adjacent to the Hatakankan, supports 
various experience. The lodging can be used by either groups or 
families.  The rooms are located about three minutes from the station.

Hot Spring “Hatahatakan” and 
Akita Shirakami Experience Center

Wild vegetables and seasonal vegetables that are gifts 
from Shirakami-Sanchi are sold here.  At the 
restaurant, you can enjoy the tastes of Nishimeya, 
their original soba which is made from local 
buckwheat flour as well as original dishes based on 
each of the scenic locations.

Michi-no-Eki Tsugaru Shirakami

Hirosaki Castle stone wall repair

Mikoshi-no-Takiabi

People wearing traditional garments 
dance, play music to comfort the spirit of 
ancestors and horse spirits animal and 
to say prayers for a good harvest and 
family safety. The Ishikawa Koma-odori 
happens every year on August 13th. 

Ishikawa Koma-odori

The Nostalgic City - western-style buildings

The Historical City - shrines and temples

Hotel

Hotel

Hirosaki Neputa Festival
August 1st ‒ August 7th

Hirosaki Castle
Chrysanthemum&Autumn Colors Festival

              Late October ‒ Early November

Hirosaki Castle
Snow Lantern Festival
           Mid February

Center ＆ North of Castle  
are open from 7AM ‒ 9PM

 (entrance fee charged)
※Special night lighting

           is available.

Main Venue
Hirosaki Park Shinomaru
※Special night lighting ‐ ９PM

Amphibious Bus

Venue
Hirosaki Castle
Botanical Garden
(Entrance fee charged）
9AM ‒ 5PM

（Tickets are sold 
       until 4:30PM）

*Special night lighting 
is available.

FestivalAug.1st-4th Dotemachi Course from 7PM
Aug. 5th-6th Ekimae Course from 7PM
Aug. 7th Dotemachi-nanukabi Course from 10AM (No night service)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　                                                           You can enjoy viewing models of the 
animals and insects that live in Shirakami, pictures of the beech trees during the four seasons, 
and exhibitions of the Matagi people and their relationship to the forest. You can get a spectacular 
view of the forest’s color changes during the four seasons around the Center.

The founder:Mitsunobu Oura, the first lord:Tamenobu 
Oura... This is the historical site of the Tsugaru clan. The 
museum was built in memory of their virtues. After the crest of 
the Tsugaru family, five hundred peony trees are planted in the 
shape of the Tsugaru family crest in the front garden.

It is an inn where 
you can enjoy fish 
caught fresh from 
the nearby sea.  It 
can also be used as 
a stopping point for 
travelers going to 
the Shirakami 
-Sanchi or the 
Fukaura area.　 

Hello Shirakami, Nature observation center
Due to its beauty, this mountain makes the climbers want to look back many times. It takes less 
than two hours to reach the mountain entrance from the world heritage center in Fujisato. If you 
want to know the true stillness of the heart in Shirakami-Sanchi, please come.

See the beauty of Shirakami-Sanchi at “Mt. Kodake” Whether cherry blossoms in spring, or colored leaves in fall, you can enjoy viewing the four seasons in this 
park.  The park was named in 1881 because of a letter that the emperor received from the empress.  There are 
many interesting sites to see such as Byobu rock and Meoto rock… etc when taking a stroll in this park.

Kimimachizaka Prefectural Natural Park 

Toyo-Akabane

There is a Matagi 
legend about a bear 
that came to this hot 
spring to heal its 
wounded paw.  In 
this hot spring, you 
can eat fresh fish 
caught from the 
river or vegetables 
harvested from the 
mountains.

Kuma-no-Yu-Onsen

Ichinokura is on the 
other side of the 
Kimimachizaka Slope 
and Yoneshirogawa 
river.  It is surrounded 
by spiritual Mt. 
Nanakura, and the 
bountiful forest.

Ichinokura

It is at the foot of the 
Shirakami-Sanchi. From 
here, it takes about 10 min 
to reach the Sea of Japan.  
There are two kinds of 
baths that are provided. 
They are switched daily.

Yurakunoyado            
Noshiro

"Flounder" is a fish 
representative of Ajigasawa. It 
is marinated and placed on 
plenty of rice. Every shop offers 
this rice bowl with their own 
unique sauce.
This is the new local race bowl.

Pickled Flounder Rice Bowl

It is thought that 
shining golden fish     
“Kin-Ayu” color comes from 
water weeds eaten by sweetfish, 
pyrite contained in granite 
adheres to waterweeds. It is 
popular for its excellent taste.

Gold Sweet Fish

Hatahata is a kind of fish that 
has been designated the 
official prefectural fish of 
Akita Prefecture. Fresh 
Hatahatas are pickled with 
Akita rice, salt, and minced 
vegetables then fermented. 
This is “Hatahata Sushi.”  If 
you try eating it once, you 
might become addicted.

This is pickled shiitake 
mushrooms with mushrooms 
from the Happo-cho area.  
Each kind of the bottle has a 
different flavor and a different 
texture. You can enjoy it by 
matching it with pasta...

Inquiry: Specialist shop of oil pickling  

“Norte Carta” TEL：0185-57-3444

Hatahata Sushi

Shiitake Mushrooms Pickled in Oil

The green onions that grace Shirakami are plump and 
soft.  Because they are flavorful and crunchy, they are 
a crucial ingredient for Kiritanpo Nabe, a kind of 
s tew w it h K i r i t a npo (roas ted r ice du mpl i ngs 
predominantly eaten in Akita Prefecture).

Rare Sheep Meat  
from Fujisato

F u k a u r a 
S n o w 
Carrots are 
c u l t i v a t e d 
on the hills 
rich in 
n a t u r a l 
m i n e r a l s 

facing the World Heritage 
Shirakami-Sanchi and the Sea of Japan. 
The Harvest is from January to March 
every winter, therefore Fukaura Snow 
Carrots have a more than 10° sugar 
content to prevent themselves from being 
frozen under the snow. They are used for 
carrot sticks, or carrot juice and become 
extremely popular due to their sweetness.

Fukaura Snow Carrots

Fukaura Town is the No.1 Spot for catching 
tuna in Aomori Pref! The tuna used in the rice 
bowls can be prepared in three different ways: 
sashimi, grilled on a single side, or grilled on 
both sides.  It is a set menu with all the tuna 
unique to the production area. This dish is 
offered in seven different stores in the town.

Fukaura Tuna Steak Rice BowlFukaura Tuna Steak Rice Bowl

Tanesato Castle Ruins“Mitsunobu-no-Yakata Museum”

Kurokuma Falls has a height of 85m, and a width of 15m.  It 
has been chosen as one of “Japan’s 100 Top Waterfalls”.  The 
waterfall has been revered by the local people since ancient 
times because it resembles Kannon (the deity of compassion) 
putting his palms together in prayer.

Giant rocks covered with moss and beech pure forest. It is one of the 
outstanding trails in the Shirakami-Sanchi, where even 400 years giant trees 
are enshrined. This trail has restrooms available.

Masumi Sugae was a travelogue of the Edo period(1608-1868) 
who first wrote the name of Shirakami. How about talking a 
trip around the scenery that he contained in Waka(poem) and 
feeling the change of times? There are song monuments in 6 
places in the town such as Choshi Falls and Garo Falls etc.

Kurokuma Falls Tallest natural Akita cedar in Japan

ANMON Falls

The river is home to many river fish. In particular the 
sweet fish is nationally famous as “Kin-Ayu”. When the 
fishing restriction is lifted on July 1st, Akaishigawa River is 
bustling with fishermen.  Along the river, you can enjoy 
viewing the fresh verdure in spring or the autumn colors.

Akaishi ravine

World Heritage Beech Forest Trail Course

Shirakami
-Negi

◆Contact information
　Aqua Green Village ANMON
   TEL：0172-85-3021

There is a nature advisor in the 
Shirakami-Sanchi World Heritage 
Center, which is a starting point 
for ecotourism.  For those wishing 
to know more about the forest, 
this is the place to go.  At the 
adjacent "Shirakami-Sanchi 
Morinoeki", tourist information 
and tour applications are 
available. Meals made with local 
ingredients are also popular.

Ecotour/Experience Program

The Poem Monument of Omachi Keigetsu

                                                     
Fireworks are launched from Oshima island. The 
fireworks decorate the night sky with beautiful colors, 
which are reflected by the sea. It is one of Happo 
summer features every year on August 15th.

Oshima Fireworks Show

Happo “Nmemono(=tasty food)” 
Festival celebrates the harvest.  During 
this time period, many seasonal 
vegetables, the famous “Minehama pear”, 
and a large number of local gourmet 
dishes make their appearances.  You can 
enjoy the flavors of fall, and watch folk 
performances in this festival.

Happo “Nmemono” Festival

AWONE Shirakami Juniko

14, Aza-Shimohamamatsu, Oaza-Matsukami, 
Fukaura-machi 　　　　     TEL 0173-77-3311

226-1, Aza-Nabeishi, Oaza-Henashi, 
Fukaura-machi　　　　　   TEL 0173-75-2261

15, Aza-Shimokiyotaki, Oaza-Henashi, 
Fukaura-machi　　　　　   TEL 0173-74-3500

338-42, Aza-Okazaki, Oaza-Fukaura, 
Fukaura-machi　　　　　    TEL 0173-74-3511

This is a base for walking 
in Lake Juni.  It is a resort 
facility that is equipped 
with full-fledged 
cottages,restaurant and 
hot spring etc.

WeSPa Tsubakiyama
There are many facilities 
in this resort, including 
cottages, dome-shaped 
hot spring, restaurant, 
specialty shop, and glass 
workshops that have a 
European aesthetic.

Koganezaki Furofushi Onsen Hotel

Located near the edge of 
the Sea of Japan, this 
open-air hot spring is 
popular throughout 
Japan.

Fukaura Kanko Hotel

This hotel is located in a 
high area, therefore you 
are able to see the Sea of 
Japan from a big public 
bath with panoramic 
view.

We recommend the 
route from Fukaura 
Town to climb Mt. 
Shirakamidake. The 
highest point of Mt. 
Shirakamidake is 
1,235m. It has been 
popular since ancient 
times as a mountain 
that can be climbed 
from 0m above sea 
level.

JR Gono Line Shirakamidake-tozanguchi Sta. is close to the coast, and runs 
parallel to National Road 101.  The entrance of the mountain is 3km from the 
National Road.  By the parking lot, there are toilets and a rest area that you can use.

This hot water is said to be the secret to beautiful skin. 
It is located close to the World Heritage 
Center(Fujisato). In addition, there is a hotel, a ryokan 
(Japanese-style hotels), and guest houses in the area.

Nagominoyu

From June to October, we recommend 
taking the “Marine Leisure” course.  
There are three-seat kayaks, and two 
seat kayaks.  There are also guides 
there, so even beginners of kayaking 
can enjoy this activity.  Aside from kayaking, 
swimming, snorkeling, rock fishing, and 
nature watching are popular activities to do 
here.  Because the price of the guides changes 
depending on program, Please contact us.

Marine Leisure
“Sea Kayak”

Mt. Futatsumori is a 
mountain that borders 
Akita Pref and Aomori 
Pref, and is to the west of 
the world heritage area.  It 
has a height of 1,086m.  It 
takes roughly 50 minutes 
to reach the summit from 
the entrance.  You can see 
the beech forest in the 
Shirakami-Sanchi, Mt. 
Mu k a i sh i ra k a m id a ke 
Mt. Iwaki, and the Sea of 
Japan in the distance.

Mt. Futatsumori

This is a monument to Omachi Keigetsu, 
a poet who visited the manor at the 
western coast.  He gave high praise to the 
lake, and wrote a haiku about it which 
was inscribed in this monument.  The 
haiku reads, “Within the mountains, 
thirty-three lakes, and autumn leaves.”

This is a vast mountain range that spans 
13,000 hectares from the south part of Aomori 
to the north part of Akita. The Shirakami 
-Sanchi seen from Henashi-Upland, it is a 
magnificent site to behold.

In 1704, this lake was made by a large 
earthquake.  There were a total of 
thirty-three ponds and marshes, but 
when viewed from the summit, only 
twelve lakes can be counted, hence the 
named “Lake Juni”.

Forest therapy aims to maintain and improve 
health Utilizing the Forest -Bathing effect based 
on medical evidence and Healing Effect obtained 
by exposing yourself in the forest environment. 
The forest is rich with phytoncide, which will 
help you feel relaxed, and boost your immune 
system.  Furthermore, it is believed to restore 
Autonomic Balance by repeating deep breathing 
activates parasympathetic nerves.  How about a 
forest therapy experience that heals your mind 
and body while being surrounded by the forest 
of Lake Juni?

Forest Therapy Experience
                                       in Lake Juni

The birth of Lake Juni

Shirakami-Sanchi from Henashi-Upland

Shirakami-Sanchi Main Peak “Mt. Shirakamidake”

This place is famous among traveling tourists 
and the locals.  You can enjoy viewing the 
rich forest in the adjoining Tsugaru 
Quasi-National Park.  Matcha tea using this 
famous water is given free of charge in nearby 
Lake Juni.

Famous Water“Wakitsuboike-no-Mizu”

Futatsui・Shirakami 
Local area forest
In 1995, an 
agreement was 
made with the 
Forestry Agency to 
protect the precious 
beech forest and “
Futatsui Shirakami 
Kyoudo-no-Mori”
was founded. 
Within the 
190-hectare forest, 
which adjacent 
Sirakami-Sanchi,  
there is a trail, a rest 
area, and a toilet.
(Guide Available.  
Please inquire 
further with the 
guides before 
climbing.)

Nordic Walking

◆Contact information
NPO Futatsui Tourism Association  TEL：0185-73-5075

◆Contact Information
NPO Noshiro Tourism Association　TEL：0185-88-8802

The walking poles used reduce the burden on your lower body, 
thus allowing you to walk for longer distances.  Energy 
consumption is increased by moving the upper body because 
you move your upper body which is not used in normal walking, 
and it is possible to strengthen cardiopulmonary function and 
muscles of the whole body without burdening the knees and 
waist. In "Kaze no Matsubara," which boasts the largest scale in 
Japan, Wood chips are spread throughout the ground to make 
walking easier.  This course is boasted as a road that promotes 
bodily health.

Very Rare Fish ”Ito”Squid Curtains
 

Hirosaki’s mascot
「Takamaru-kun」

白神の鼓動に、こころ澄ませて。

This course allows you travel to the Buffer 
zone.  From Apr. to May., trek through the 
forest on the snow during the time of fresh 
verdure.  From Jun. to Sep., the deep green 
color of the forest. On Oct., the leaves change 
colors. The beech forest, which changes its 
appearance depending on the season, is very 
beautiful and promises a pleasant walk.
(Guide available. Reservation required.  
Fee negotiable.)

OMOTENASHI Local Cuisine

Fukaura Tuna Cuisine Promotion Counsel
TEL 0173-74-2111

Guide Application：Happo-cho Shirakami Guiding Association（TEL：0185-70-4211）

（Hotel with 100% free-flowing hot-spring）

You can go to the back of Choshi Falls

Hogget, that is known 
as luxury food in 
Europe, and Shirakami 
Lamb dishes are worth 
eating.

Nature Advisor  Mr. Suganuma

■“Tsugaru Machi-Aruki” Website
http://machi-aruki.sakura.ne.jp
■Tsugaru Machi-Aruki Executive Committee of the Promotion of Tourism
   inside of Hirosaki Tourism and Convention Bureau
℡：0172‐35‐3131

In “Machi-Aruki(Walks of Town)”, 
You can get a glimpse of the history, 
culture  and everyday life of the 
people there. By walking through 
each street with a unique local 
guide, traveling should be a truly 
memorable experience. For course 
details and course applications, 
please visit our website.

（Reception time:  9AM ‒ 5PM Mon. ‒ Fri.
Closed on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays）

Hotel

Hirosaki Cherry
Blossom Festival
April 23rd-May 5th

SHIRAKAMI-SANCHI
World Natural Heritage Site

Tourism Map

Shirakami Ecotourism Promotion Association
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Area registered by UNESCOSH
IRAKAMI-SANCHI

【Shirakami-Sanchi teaches us】

The beech forests, which were once-vast distributed in northern Japan, have 
disappeared by people as time proceeds. When we noticed it, the last 

remaining range of native beeches had become Shirakami-Sanchi. The native 
beeches had become rare, and Shirakami-Sanchi was the largest in all of East 

Asia. The forest that has not changed since the Jomon period has been 
teaching us.

Circulations of living things, relationships between humans and forests, and 
what abundance is.

Come and experience the splendor of Shirakami-Sanchi.

Shirakami Ecotourism Promotion Association is Organized by local governments around the 
Shirakami-Sanchi. Members from Aomori Prefecture are Fukaura Town, Ajigasawa Town, 
Hirosaki City and Nishimeya Village. Members from Akita Prefecture are Happo Town, Noshiro 
City and Fujisato Town.  

Please contact these local governments about Corporate Trainings, Educational Programs 
utilizing wide area.

【Shirakami Ecotourism Promotion Association】

Date of publication:  August 2020
Publisher:        Shirakami Ecotourism Promotion Association
U 　R 　L:                     http://www.eco-shirakami.net/             

Contact information
Clerk:  T E L  0185-79-3005 (Shirakami-Sanchi World Heritage Conservation Center, Fujisato)
Executive office: T E L 0185-79-2115 (Fujisato Commerce, Industry and Tourism Dept.)
        F A X  0185-79-2116        
        ADD 8, Aza-Fujikoto, Fujikoto, Fujisato-machi, Yamamoto-gun, Akita-ken, 018-3201

   

World heritage registration date:  December 1993
The area of Shirakami-Sanchi： 16,971 hectares

Core area： 10,139 hectares
（The area with particularly excellent environment, where little human intervention）

：Height： From 200m to 1,250m
（The area designed to mitigate external influences on core area）
 6,832 hectares
（The area designed to mitigate external influences on core area）
：Buffer zone：

           Higher plants: Over 540 spp.
          Mammals: 35 spp.　Birds: 94 spp.   Reptiles: 9 spp.
  Amphibians: 13 spp.　Insects: Over 2,200 spp.

Discovered yeast:  Shirakami Kodama Yeast

Endemic species:  Silene aomorensis (Aomori Mantema),
 Pseudolysimachion schmidtianum subsp. senanense (Shiragamikuwagata)

The birth of the beech forest ： Approximately 8,000 years ago (early Jomon period) 
Beech lifespan： Approximately 300 years

Special natural monument: Japanese Serow
Natural monument: Golden eagle, Japanese dormouse, Black woodpecker

Ajigasawa

Nishimeya Hirosaki

 Aomori Pref.

Hirosaki
 City Fukaura

Ajigasawa

Fujisato

Ajigasawa

Nishimeya

Hirosaki

Happo

Fujisato

Noshiro

Happo

Fukaura 弘
前
市

Fujisato
Happo

Noshiro

Happo Tourist Association
TEL：0185-76-4100

Fukaura Tourism Dept.
TEL：0173-74-4412

Contact Info.
Nishimeya Industry Dept.
TEL：0172-85-2800

Contact Info.

Hirosaki Sightseeing Information Center
TEL：0172-37-5501
Hirosaki Tourist Information Center
TEL：0172-26-3600

Contact Info. Contact Info.
Noshiro Tourism Department
TEL：0185-89-2179
NPO Noshiro Tourism Association
TEL：0185-88-8802
NPO Futatsui Tourism Association
TEL：0185-73-5075

Fujisato Commerce, Industry and Tourism Dept.
TEL：0185-79-2115
Tourism Info Center “Shirakami-Sanchi Morinoeki”
TEL：0185-79-2518

Four Seasons Event Information around the Shirakami-Sanchi 

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December Shirakami-Sanchi Visitor Center Christmas Festival (Nishimeya)

January

February

March

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Opening of Subari Campground (Fujisato)
Hirosaki Cherry Blossom Festival （Hirosaki）

Season/Month Events

Fresh verdure “Haru no Sanjusanｋo Lake” Tour (Fukaura)
Hirosaki Apple Flower Festival (Hirosaki)
Opening of Mt. Komagatake (Fujisato)
Opening of Mt. Futatsumori (Happo)

Snow Trekking Tour (Fujisato)

Mountain Climbing at Mt. Tashirodake (Fujisato)

“Gourmet in Fukaura” (Fukaura)
Hirosaki Castle Snow Lantern Festival (Hirosaki)
Niogataki Falls Ice Festival (Nishimeya)
Shirakami Ketsujyori World Championship (Fujisato)
Illumination of the falls & Shirakami Snow Light Festival (Fujisato)

Shirakami Beech Forest Marathon （Fujisato）
Canoe Japan Cup/Shirakami Cup (Nishimeya)
Outdoor Craft Exhibition C-POINT (Ajigasawa) 
Firework Festival in the Historic City of Hirosaki (Hirosaki) 

Shirataki Shrine Festival “Mikoshi-no-Takiabi”  (Happo)
Noshiro Tanabata "Tenku no Fuyajyo"  (Noshiro)
Awabinosato-zukuri Festival (Happo)
LIGHT UP NIPPON in AJIGASAWA （Ajigasawa）

Aomori Fukaura Beef Festival （Fukaura）
ANMON Festival (Nishimeya)
Fujikoto Koma-odori （Fujisato）
Ajigasawa Squid Curtains Festival (Ajigasawa)
Shirakami Hasheru Rider (Fujisato)

Chan-Chan and Beef  Teppanyaki Festival (Fukaura)
Autumn Colors “Aki no Sanjusanko Lake” Tour (Fukaura)
Tsugaru's Food and Industrial Festival (Hirosaki)
Hirosaki/Shirakami Apple Marathon (Hirosaki/ Nishimeya)
Shirakami-Sanchi Visitor Center Outreach Day (Nishimeya)
Subari Autumn Colors Festival (Fujisato)
Hirosaki Castle Chrysanthemum and Autumn Colors Festival (Hirosaki)

The illumination of Japan’s largest ginkgo “Big Yellow” (Fukaura)
Mt. Kodake climbing under Silver  Jewelries (Fujisato)

Ajigasawa Triathlon(Ajigasawa),Shirakami Summer Festival(Nishimeya)
Shirakami-Sanchi Visitor Center Outreach Day (Nishimeya)
Nature Outreach Stamp Rally (Nishimeya)
Star Festival in Soma (Hirosaki)
Noshiro Fireworks Show (Noshiro)

Happo

【Information about Shirakami-Sanchi】

　　　　　　　　 　        　　From antiquity, Mt. Iwaki has 
been revered by the people of Tsugaru.  It is a bell-shaped 
volcanic cone and the tallest mountain in Aomori pref (1,625m).  
You can view it from everywhere in the Tsugaru Plains.
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Ajigasawa Tourist Information Center
TEL：0173-72-７０００
Ajigasawa Commerce and Industry Dept.
TEL：0173-72-２１１１
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Happo
Town

Ajigasawa

Contact Info.

Festiva
l

Hotel

 Akita Pref.

Noshiro
CityContact Info.

Ecotour/Experience Program " N i b u n a  
M i z u s a w a  
S u g i  R a r e  
Po pu l a t ion  
Conservatio
n Forest"
 The average 
a g e  o f  t h e  
cedar trees is 
2 5 0  y e a r s ,  
and there are 
about three 
t h o u s a n d  
cedar trees.  
The diameter 
of the cedar 
t rees i s  1 m, 
a n d  t h e  
h e i g h t  i s  
5 0 m .   I t  
takes about 
3 0 m i nute s  
f r o m  
F u t a t s u i  
s t a t i o n  b y  
car. 

Food

Hotel

Ecotour/Experience
                    Program

Ecotour/Experience Program

Ecotour/Experience Program

Ecotour/Experience Program

Ecotour/Experience Program

Hotel

Hotel Food

Food

FoodFood

Food


